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Abstract: The passive electrical properties of a biological tissue, referred to as the tissue bioimpedance,
are related to the underlying tissue physiology. These measurements are often well-represented
by a fractional-order equivalent circuit model, referred to as the Cole-impedance model. Objective:
Identify if there are differences in the fractional-order (α) of the Cole-impedance parameters that
represent the segmental right-body, right-arm, and right-leg of adult participants. Hypothesis: Cole-
impedance model parameters often associated with tissue geometry and fluid (R∞, R1, C) will be
different between body segments, but parameters often associated with tissue type (α) will not show
any statistical differences. Approach: A secondary analysis was applied to a dataset collected for an
agreement study between bioimpedance spectroscopy devices and dual-energy X-ray absoptiometry,
identifying the Cole-model parameters of the right-side body segments of N = 174 participants
using a particle swarm optimization approach. Statistical testing was applied to the different groups
of Cole-model parameters to evaluate group differences and correlations of parameters with tissue
features. Results: All Cole-impedance model parameters showed statistically significant differences
between body segments. Significance: The physiological or geometric features of biological tissues
that are linked with the fractional-order (α) of data represented by the Cole-impedance model requires
further study to elucidate.

Keywords: electrical impedance; bioimpedance; Cole impedance model; fractional-order equivalent
circuit; fractional-order; segmental impedance; healthy adults

1. Introduction

The Cole-impedance expression, introduced by Kenneth Cole in 1940 [1], is an electri-
cal impedance that has been widely utilized to represent the frequency-dependent electrical
impedance of biological tissues. Recently, this expression (or equivalent circuit model rep-
resentations of it) have been applied to model the frequency dependent impedance of
human biceps tissues [2,3], skeletal muscle of mice [4], rabbit tissues [5], rat tissues [6],
skin-electrode impedance [7], and modeling pork tissues during storage [8]. While these
works are not an exhaustive summary of research that has employed the Cole-impedance
expression (or equivalent circuit models), this subset does highlight efforts that employ
this model to represent the electrical impedance of human and animal tissues. The original
expression presented by Cole [1] is given by:

z = z∞ +
(r0 − r∞)

1 + (jωτ)α
(1)

where r0 and r∞ are described by Cole as the resistances at zero and infinite frequency, τ is
the time constant of the suspension and α a variable related to the membrane impedance
(and that it varies as some power of the frequency) [1]. It is possible to represent (1) using
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the electrical equivalent circuit given in Figure 1a. This equivalent circuit will be referred to
as the Cole-impedance model throughout this manuscript and is composed of three circuit
elements (R∞, R1, and a constant phase element (CPE)). The impedance of this model is
given by:

Z = R∞ +
R1

1 + (jω)αR1C
= R + jX (2)

where R and X represent the resistance and reactance (in Ohms) of the impedance, which
are often used to plot impedance datasets. Comparing the original impedance expression
from Cole given by (1) with the circuit model impedance given by (2), these expressions
are equivalent when: z∞ = r∞ = R∞, r0 − r∞ = R1, and τ = (R1C)

1
α . While resistors are

one of the traditional circuit elements commonly used in modeling impedance (in addition
to inductors and capacitors), the CPE is not. A CPE is a theoretical circuit element that has
the current-voltage characteristics given by:

i(t) = C
dαv(t)

dtα
(3)

where 0 < α < 1 is the order of the CPE (and order of the fractional-order differentiation).
Beyond the Cole-impedance model, CPEs have been utilized in modeling the mechanical
impedance of lungs [9], the electrical impedance of lithium-ion batteries [10], and the
electrical impedance of concrete [11].

The current-voltage relationship given by (3) is a fractional-order differential equa-
tion. This places the CPE component into the realm of fractional calculus, the mathe-
matical field concerning integrals and derivatives of noninteger orders [12]. Concepts
from this field are being imported and investigated for modeling biological phenomena
as it offers methods to represent biological data using models with fewer parameters
than integer-order models [13,14]. For reference, the Grunwald–Letnikov definition of a
fractional derivative of order α is given by [15]:

Dα f (x) = lim
h→0

∞

∑
m=0

(−1)m

hα

Γ(α + 1)
m!Γ(α−m + 1)

f (x−mh) (4)

where Dα is the unified notation developed by Harold T. Davis to describe the order of
the differentiation or integration [16] (with further contemporary details available from
Ross [17]) and Γ(·) is the gamma function. Returning to the CPE, it has an electrical
impedance ZCPE = 1/C(jω)α, where C and α are the pseudo-capacitance and fractional-
order, respectively. With the fractional-order fixed in the interval 0 < α < 1 (common for
biological tissues), the CPE has electrical characteristics that place it between a resistor
(α = 0) and an ideal capacitor (α = 1). It is for this reason that a CPE (with this limited band
of fractional-order) is also called a fractional-order capacitor. This reference to a fractional-
order capacitor is why it is represented using a capacitor symbol in Figure 1. The units of
a CPE/fractional-order capacitor proposed by Westerlund and Ekstam are F · secα−1 [18],
though often CPE units are presented in Farads. A simulation of (2) with parameters
R∞ = 100 Ω, R1 = 50 Ω, C = 10 µF · secα−1, and α = 0.7, 0.85, 1 are given in the Nyquist
plot of Figure 1b. These specific values are selected because they are representative of values
reported for segmental tissues in this work (but this will be explored later sections). Notice
on an Nyquist plot, that this model has a semicircular behavior with the low and high
frequency reactance approaching 0 Ω and that the maximum reactance of the semicircle is
depressed for increasing values of α. Each of these simulations approaches 100 Ω (the R∞
value) at high frequencies which is why this component is referred to as the high-frequency
resistor. In addition, the simulations approach 150 Ω at low frequency (the R∞ + R1 value)
highlighting that both resistors are related to the low-frequency behavior.
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Figure 1. (a) Electrical circuit representation of the Cole-impedance expression [1] and (b) MATLAB
simulated Nyquist plot of (2) with R∞ = 100 Ω, R1 = 50 Ω, C = 10 µF · secα−1 when α = 0.7, 0.85, 1.

Recently this model has been used to represent the impedance of localized biceps
tissues of healthy adults before/after exercise in the frequency band from 10 kHz to
100 kHz [2,3]. The aim of these efforts was to determine if the Cole-impedance model
parameters of localized tissues are altered as a result of exercise, which would support their
use as a reduced feature set for tissue monitoring over large datasets of raw impedances.
In their work, Freeborn and Fu reported statistically significant decreases in the resistance
parameters (R∞, R1) but not the CPE parameters (C, α) comparing the pre-exercise and
post-exercise measurements [2]. In a further study of bicep tissue changes resulting from ec-
centric exercise, Fu and Freeborn reported statistically significant decreases in the resistance
parameters (R∞, R1) and increases in C (but no changes in α) at timepoints 72 h and 96 h
after the eccentric exercise stimulus [3]. Of interest in both studies from a fractional-order
circuit model perspective, is that the fractional-order α did not show statistically significant
differences as a result of either exercise protocol and that localized biceps tissues (expected
to be composed primarily of skeletal muscle) had similar α (approximately 0.75). Similar
values were also reported by Regaud et al. for the CPE order of skeletal muscle from
sheep (0.71) [19]. Based on the similar values of α between these studies, Fu and Freeborn
hypothesized that the fractional-order may be linked to the tissue type (but this hypothesis
was not tested).

This provides the motivation for this work, to compare the Cole-impedance model
parameters that represent different segmental and full-body impedance measurements
of healthy adults. This study has a particular focus on the CPE parameters (C, α). It is
hypothesized that parameters linked to tissue geometry and fluid (R∞, R1, C) will be
different between body segments, but parameters linked to tissue type (α) will not show
any statistical differences. To test this hypothesis, a secondary analysis of measurements
collected/reported by Esco et al. in [20] was conducted. This dataset was collected during
the course of an agreement study between bioimpedance spectroscopy devices and dual-
energy X-ray absoptiometry for body composition determination [20] (but an investigation
of the Cole-model parameters was not within its scope). From this dataset, the Cole-
impedance parameters (R∞, R1, C, α) that represent the segmental tissue impedance of the
right-side full body, right arm, and right leg of 176 adult participants were identified using
a particle swarm optimization approach. These identified Cole-impedance parameters
were then analyzed using statistical tests to identify if there are significant differences
between parameters of different body segments. Finally, follow-up analyses to quantify
correlations between Cole-impedance parameters and dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DXA) measures of soft tissues (tissue percent body fat) for these body segments were
completed. Based on these results, while R∞ and C parameters show strong correlations
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with segmental lean tissue mass, the fractional-order (α) of the Cole-impedance parameters
does not show statistically significant correlations. The following sections of this work
detail the methods to collection the bioimpedance datasets, methods for their analysis and
comparison, the overall study results, and discussions of the results and their implications.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Participants

The data analyzed in this study was collected by the Exercise Physiology Lab research
group at the University of Alabama (UA), a subset of which was previously reported by
Esco et al. [20] for their agreement study between bioimpedance spectroscopy devices and
DXA for body composition determination. Complete details of the data collection process
are available in [20] but are also summarized here for easy reference.

During data collection, electrical impedance measurements and body composition
measurements were collected using a bioimpedance spetroscopy and a DXA device, respec-
tively. For this study, segmental measurements of the right arm, right leg, and right-side full
body of 185 participants (31.5± 14.8 years, 170.8± 8.9 cm, 76.6± 18.5 kg) were analyzed.
Measurements using both devices were collected from participants while in a supine body
position after having arrived at the Exercise Physiology Lab at the University of Alabama
in a fasted (8–12 h) euhydrated state. Additionally, participants were to have avoided
strenuous exercise in the day prior to testing. This study was reviewed and approved
by the institutional review board of The University of Alabama (15-019-ME). All study
participants reported no cardiovascular or metabolic disease and were not pregnant. Each
participant provided their written informed consent prior to data collection.

2.2. Dual-Energy X-ray Absorption Measurements

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry is a measurement method that utilizes the differ-
ences in absorption of X-ray photons at high and low energy to quantify bone and soft tissue.
Further technical details regarding this technique are available from Pietrobelli et al. [21]
for interested readers. DXA measurements of total tissue mass, fat tissue mass, and lean
tissue mass of each body segment (right arm, right leg, right-side full body) were collected
from each participant using a commercially available Lunar Prodigy Advance device from
GE Healthcare. This system provides the hardware and software necessary to collect body
composition assessments from a participant placed on the scanning bed. For this study,
whole body scans were completed while participants were on the scanning bed of the
device in a supine position with hands at their side and velcro straps wrapped at the ankles
and knees. After the whole-body scan, the DXA tissue measurements reported by the
device software were manually recorded for later analysis.

2.3. Electrical Impedance Measurements

The electrical impedance measurements of each body segment (right arm, right leg,
right-side full body) were collected from each participant using a tetrapolar electrode
configuration with an ImpediMed SFB7 device (shown in Figure 2a). The SFB7 is a commer-
cially available instrument marketed by ImpediMed for the estimation of body composition
in healthy individuals but is also widely utilized for clinical research [22,23]. This instru-
ment measures impedances at 256 discrete frequencies from 3 kHz to 1 MHz, with a
manufacturer rated accuracy of 1% (for impedances as low as 10 Ω); which has been
validated by Freeborn et al. [24]. The SFB7 uses a tetrapolar configuration of electrodes,
with two electrodes injecting the excitation current (I+, I−) and two electrodes measuring
the voltage response of the tissue segment (V+, V−). A tetrapolar configuration is uti-
lized to reduce (but cannot remove) the effects of the electrode/tissue interface impedance
which is typically much larger than the tissue impedance. For further details regarding
tetrapolar measurements, readers are recommended to review the works of Grimnes and
Martinsen [25] and Aliau-Bonet and Pallas-Areny [26].
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The approximate locations of the electrodes for each body segment measured in this
study are detailed in Figure 2b. Electrodes were placed on the hand and shoulder, foot and
thigh, and hand and foot for the right arm, right leg, and right-side full body measurements,
respectively. For data collection in this study, adhesive Ag/AgCl electrodes were placed by
the study personnel on each of the body sites after cleaning with isopropyl alcohol and
removal of hair to improve contact with the skin. After electrode placement, participants
were asked to lay supine while their electrical impedance measurements were collected
using the SFB7 device interfaced to the electrodes. The cables of the SFB7 were manually
attached to the necessary electrode pairs for each measurement. Figure 2b illustrates the
connection of the SFB7 to the electrodes for the right-side full body measurement of a
participant. Measurements from each of the 3 body segments were saved on the instrument
for later download/post-processing in their raw format.

Electrode Locations

SFB7

I+

I-

V+

V-

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) ImpediMed SFB7 device to collect participant electrical impedance using (b) referenced
electrode locations to measure segmental right arm, segmental right leg, and right full-body of each
study participant with tetrapolar configuration.

2.4. Outlier Identification/Removal

Before application of an optimization fitting procedure to identify the Cole-impedance
model parameters that best represented each individual impedance dataset (described
further in Section 2.5), the datasets were visually reviewed by the study team to identify
if they had features that would prevent their fitting. The features that were screened in
this step were negative reactances in the impedance plot at high frequency and motion
artifacts. Samples of these types of features in sample impedance datasets are given in
Figure 3b,c respectively. These artifacts are associated with errors in measurements and not
representative of the tissue. A total of 7 negative reactance cases (all present in right-leg
impedance datasets) and 2 cases of motion artifacts were identified. Note, because of the
statistical testing utilized later in this work (described in Section 3.1), all datasets from a
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participant were excluded for those with a case of negative reactance or motion artifacts.
Therefore, a total of 9 participants datasets were removed from the analysis at this stage.
After parameter identification, the data was further analyzed for high-frequency hook
artifact or a poor fitting, both determined by visual inspection. Two datasets were identified
as having a hook artifact or poor fitting, shown in Figure 3a for reference. After this outlier
identification/removal, the datasets of N = 174 participants were used in the statistical
analysis. This process of outlier identification is summarized in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Samples of participant data excluded (solid) from statistical analysis due to (a) high-frequency hook artifact,
(b) positive high-frequency reactance, and (c) motion artifacts. Simulations using identified Cole-impedance parameters
(dashed) shown to highlight poor fitting for datasets with these characteristics.
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Figure 4. Process applied to complete set of electrical impedance datasets for outlier identifica-
tion/removal, resulting in the use of N = 174 participant datasets (from an original set of N = 185).

2.5. Cole-Impedance Model Parameter Identification

For each collected bioimpedance measurement, the Cole-impedance model parameters
(R∞, R1, C and α) were extracted by applying a particle swarm optimization (PSO) to
identify the parameters that minimized the squared difference (of the real and imaginary
impedance components) between the experimental data (from 3 kHz to 200 kHz) and
the Cole impedance model. Metaheuristic optimization procedures, such as PSO, have
been previously utilized for estimating bioimpedance parameters from impedance datasets
showing accurate results [27,28]. Based on the accuracy of the PSO implementations
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reported by Narango-Hernandez et al. for fitting bioimpedance data [28] and the ease of
implementation using available MATLAB functions, this approach was adopted in this
work. The objective function for the PSO optimization applied in this work is:

min
x

f0(x) =
n

∑
k=1

(Re{Zk(x)− yk})2 + (Im{Zk(x)− yk})2 (5)

where f0(x) is the objective function, n is the number of discrete frequencies used for
fitting, yk is the collected electrical impedance impedance at the k-th frequency, Zk(x) is the
impedance of the Cole impedance model with x (the vector of the model parameters R∞,
R1, C, α), and Re and Im denote the real and imaginary components of the impedances.
This procedure was implemented using the particleswarm function available in MATLAB
with the following options: Swarm Size= 1000, Social Adjustment Weight = 1, MinNeigh-
borsFraction= 0.6, and the hybrid functionality was enabled to apply the fmincon solver
after the PSO solver terminated. Hybrid functions can obtain a more accurate solution
(to the PSO alone) by starting from the relatively rough solution found by the first solver.
This functionality is built into the MATLAB functions to implement the PSO and does
not require additional effort on the part of the user to setup. Constraints were also added
to the PSO implementation, with lower and upper boundaries for [R∞ , R1 , C , α] fixed at[
1 mΩ, 1 mΩ , 1 nF · secα−1, 0.5

]
and

[
100 Ω, 100 Ω , 0.1 mF · secα−1, 1.05

]
, respectively.

3. Results

A sample of participant impedances with simulations using the PSO identified Cole-
model parameters are given in Figure 5 for 6 different participants. In each of the subfigures,
the solid lines represent the experimental data and dashed lines represent the MATLAB
simulated Cole-impedance using (2). The line color is used to differentiate the body
segments with black, red, and blue corresponding to the right-side full-body, right-arm,
and right-leg data, respectively. Notice that each dataset, regardless of body segment has
an arc which is well-represented by the simulation using the Cole-impedance model (and
appropriate model parameters). To highlight the effect that outlier datasets have on the
PSO identification process, simulations using identified Cole-impedance parameters from
previously removed hook artifact data, positive reactance, and motion artifacts are shown
in Figure 3. In each case, the simulations shown as dashed lines show a significant deviation
compared to the experimental measurements (solid), indicating that the Cole-impedance
model is a poor fit when these artifacts are present.

To visualize the complete range of the set of Cole-impedance model parameters that
were identified from all participant datasets, histograms of R∞, R1, C, and α are detailed in
Figure 6. From these figures, there is significant overlap between the right arm and right
leg R∞ and R1 parameters and very little overlap between right arm/leg and right-side
full body parameters. The R∞ values range from approximately 100 Ω to 200 Ω for right
arm/leg and 300 Ω and 600 Ω for right side full-body. R1 ranges from approximately 50 Ω
to 125 Ω for right arm/leg and 150 Ω and 250 Ω for right side full-body. C is < 1 µF for
right leg/right side full-body and 1 µF to 6 µF for right arm. Of significant interest for
this study, is that the fractional-order (α) of the different body segments shows very little
overlap. With the right arm values ranging from approximately 0.6 to 0.73, full body values
ranging from 0.73 to 0.8, and right leg values ranging from 0.8 to 0.9. The median values of
the Cole-impedance model parameters from the complete set of extracted values from the
174 participants are given in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Samples of right-side full-body (black), right arm (blue), and right leg (red) bioimpedances collected from
participants (solid line) compared to simulations of Cole-impedance model using PSO identified parameters (dashed).
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Figure 6. Histograms of the Cole-impedance model parameters (R∞, R1, C, α) identified by the PSO to
best-fit the participant right-side full body (blue), right arm (orange), and right leg (yellow) datasets.
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Table 1. Median Cole-impedance model parameters (R∞, R1, C, α) identified by the PSO to best-fit
the 174 participant right-side full body, right arm, and right leg bioimpedance datasets.

Body Segment R∞ (Ω) R1 (Ω) C µF · secα−1 α

Right-side Full Body 440.28 191.32 0.566 0.7428
Right Arm 191.39 92.51 2.57 0.6841
Right Leg 210.56 80.05 0.534 0.8374

3.1. Statistical Testing: Friedman Test

To test the study hypothesis (that the fractional-order, α, for each body segment
will be equal) statistical testing was utilized to compare the Cole-impedance impedance
parameters obtained from each body segment. Prior to the statistical comparison, the
normality of the parameters datasets were tested using the Shapiro–Wilk’s test (p < 0.05).
The assumption of normality for α for the full-body and right-arm segments were violated
but not for the right-leg. The assumption of normality for R∞ values were satisfied for the
right-leg dataset but not for the full-body and right-arm. The assumption of normality for
R1 values were satisfied for the full-body and right-leg but not the right-arm. Lastly, the
assumption of normality for C values were not satisfied for all body locations. Because some
groups within our dataset violated normality and were not independent, the nonparametric
Friedman test was utilized to determine if there were statistically significant differences
between the 3 related samples groups.

For the applied Friedman test (SPSS Statistics 26) statistical significance was accepted
at the p < 0.05 level. The medians for each set of parameters in this analysis are detailed
in Table 1. From the Friedman test, the fractional order (α) was statistically different for
all segments, χ2(2) = 346.011, p < 0.005. From similar tests the R∞, R1, and C parameters
were statistically different for all segments (R∞ : χ2(2) = 292.08, p < 0.005; R1 : χ2(2) =
275.89, p < 0.005; C : χ2(2) = 269.38, p < 0.005). Following each analysis, pairwise
comparisons were performed with a Bonferroni correction for multiple (3) comparisons.
For each parameter (R∞, R1, C, α) there were statistically significant differences (p < 0.0167)
for the right-arm/right-leg, right-arm/right-body, and right-leg/right-body comparisons.

3.2. Statistical Testing: Spearman Correlation

To determine if there were correlations (and their strengths) between the Cole-impedance
parameters and total tissue/tissue type, Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficients
were calculated in MATLAB between each of the parameters (R∞, R1, C, α) for each body
segment and the DXA calcualted total tissue, lean tissue, and fat tissue (each in kg). The
scatterplots of these datasets are given in Figure 7. In each subplot, Figure 7a–d, there
are three scatterplots to visualize each of the Cole parameters with the segmental tissue
mass, segmental lean mass, and segmental fat mass for that body segment. Each body
segment is represented by a different color, with black/blue/red representing the right-side
full-body/right arm/right leg, respectively. Note that only 159 of the 174 participants with
identified Cole-impedance model parameters had available DXA data for this analysis.

The Spearman-rank correlation coefficients (rs) and their corresponding statistical
significance (if p < 0.05) are presented in Table 2. Coefficients that were not statistically
significant are not reported. For the calculation of the statistical significance, a Bonferroni
correction was applied to compensate for the multiple correlations (4) per segmental
dataset. As an example of using Table 2, there was a statistically significant, moderate
negative correlation between total tissue mass of the right-side full-body and the R∞ Cole-
impedance parameter (p < 0.001, rs = −0.731), a very strong negative correlation between
lean tissue mass of the right-side full-body and R∞ (p < 0.001, rs = −0.862), and no
statistically significant correlation between fat tissue mass and R∞.
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Figure 7. Scatterplots of (a) R∞, (b) R1, (c) C, and (d) α vs. total segmental tissue, lean tissue, and fat tissue for right-side
full body (black), right arm (blue), and right leg (red) impedance datasets.

Table 2. Spearman-rank correlation coefficients (rs) and statistical significant (p) between Cole-impedance parameters and
total/lean/fat tissue masses for segmental measurements.

Total Tissue (kg) Lean Tissue (kg) Fat Tissue (kg)

Full-Body Arm Leg Full-Body Arm Leg Full-Body Arm Leg

R∞ (Ω)

rs(157) −0.731 −0.856 −0.641 −0.862 −0.903 −0.781 − − −
p <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 − − −

R1 (Ω)

rs(157) −0.375 −0.528 −0.222 −0.267 −0.517 − −0.323 − −0.307
p <0.001 <0.001 0.020 0.003 <0.001 − <0.001 − <0.001

C (µF · secα−1)

rs(157) 0.682 0.636 0.542 0.612 0.545 0.611 0.334 0.366 −
p <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 −

α

rs(157) −0.384 − −0.334 −0.351 − −0.468 − −0.386 −
p <0.001 − <0.001 <0.001 − <0.001 − <0.001 −

Note: A blank cell (“−”) indicates no statistically significant correlation.
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4. Discussion

The results of the statistical analysis support that R∞, R1, and C parameters of the
Cole-impedance model to represent the 3 body segments measured in this study are in
fact different. This aligns with the study hypothesis, that body segments with different
dimensions would have different R∞, R1, and C. The magnitude of differences also aligns
with expectations based on segmental dimensions. That is, the resistances (R∞, R1) for the
right-side full-body measurements have a median value that is more than 2x the values
of the right arm and leg values (medians given in Table 1). The full-body measurements
capture tissues and fluids of the arm, leg, and torso which represents a greater resistive
path to the excitation current injected by the electrodes than the arm/leg alone and are
expected to be a major contribution towards these differences. This trend of increasing
resistance with increasing distance between electrodes also aligns with previous forearm
impedance measurements reported by Fu and Freeborn [29].

The moderate to strong correlations of R∞ with lean tissue mass in Table 2 aligns with
previous bioelectrical impedance studies to estimate skeletal muscle mass [30,31]. The
resistance measurement (either from a single frequency or the Cole-model estimated value)
is typically used as a variable in estimation equations for skeletal muscle and fat free mass.
As an example, Janssen et al. reported the following regression equation for skeletal muscle
mass (SM) in kg given by:

SM =

[
Ht2

R
× (0.401) + gender× (3.825) + age× (−0.071)

]
+ 5.102 (6)

where Ht is height (in cm), R is 50 kHz resistance (in Ω), gender is a binary variable
(men = 1, women = 0), and age is in years [30]. Notice in (6) that R is in the denominator of
the Ht2/R term, which will reduce this terms contribution to the estimated skeletal muscle
mass for larger values of R. This is consistent with other reported regression equations to
estimate lean tissue mass [31]. The reported results in this work also align with this trend,
with lower resistance values being correlated with higher DXA estimated lean tissue mass.

The most significant result of this work is that the statistical comparison of the α values
in Figure 6 between segmental/full-body electrical impedance does not support the study
hypothesis. The initial hypothesis, that the value α would be strongly associated with
tissue type (skeletal muscle) and not have statistically significant differences between the
values identified for the different measured body segments of the study participants is not
supported. Based on the statistical comparison the median α for the right side full body,
arm, and leg were not equal, with values of 0.7428, 0.6841, and 0.8374, respectively. This
corresponds to differences of approximately −7.9% and 12.7% comparing the arm and leg
median α to the full-body value.

In terms of interpreting these results, it is important to analyze the underlying as-
sumptions of the initial study hypothesis, which are: (1) that segmental limb geometry
does not have a significant impact on α, and (2) segmental limb tissues were composed
primarily of skeletal muscle. The availability of DXA derived values of lean tissue mass, fat
mass, and bone mineral content for each participant provide the opportunity to explore the
tissue composition assumption. To visualize tissue composition with DXA measurements
the lean tissue, fat mass, and bone mineral content (BMC) as a percentage of the total
body mass (for the right side body, right arm, and right leg) was generated and plotted in
Figure 8. Each vertical bar represents a single participant, with orange, red, and blue used
to represent the percentage to segmental/body composition of BMC, fat tissue, and lean
tissue, respectively. The mean (±SD) contribution of lean tissue from right arm, leg, and
body measurements are 69.5%± 9.4%, 64.5%± 8.3%, and 66.9%± 8.4%. This supports that
full body and segmental tissues are composed primarily of lean tissues/skeletal muscle.
As a result, it is likely that the segmental limb geometry does in fact have a significant
impact on α.
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Figure 8. DXA derived contributions of bone mineral content (orange), fat tissue (red), and lean
tissue (blue) to overall composition of right arm, right leg, and right body of study participants.

To further explore recent reports of the fractional-order α of Cole-parameters estimated
from localized or segmental tissues of humans and animals (and compare them to the
results of this work), a summary of recent studies is provided in Table 3. This table details
the animal/human population from which measurements were collected, the muscle
location (if available), the measurement approach (Ex Vivo or surface), frequency band of
measurement, and the range of α that was reported. While the range of fractional-orders are
all in the approximate range of 0.52 < α < 0.97, highlighting that a fractional-order model
has provided good fit of experimental bioimpedance data, there is a significant overlap
between α across the studies without any tight groupings for specific test conditions. For
example, measurements of excised skeletal muscle tissue and exposed skeletal muscle
tissue in animals have overlapping α compared to segmental surface measurements in
animal/human populations. However, it is important to note that the measurements
summarized from these studies all have significantly different setups and test populations;
which includes different electrode spacing, tissue contributions, tissue geometry, sample
populations, and underlying physiology. So while reports from literature support that a
wide range of α values has been determined from lean tissues, it does not provide a clear
answer regarding what features α may be linked.

While these results do not support the initial study hypothesis, they do highlight
that continued research is needed to elucidate what physiological or geometric features of
biological tissues are strongly linked with the fractional-order (α) of data represented by the
Cole-impedance model. Even though the Cole-impedance model continues to provide a
good “fit” with experimental data, the potential insights that it can offer regarding skeletal
muscle cannot be unlocked until this relationship is understood in greater detail. In fact, this
supports previous concerns of McAdams and Jossinet, who have reported limitations and
sources of error in using equivalent circuit modeling to represent the electrical properties
of biological tissues [37], which they recommend only after extensive study of the system
under different conditions. This recommendation should be adopted in future studies to
investigate how α is modified in biological tissues under different conditions to further
understand what conditions it is most strongly associated.
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Table 3. Summary of fractional-order (α) reported from studies of skeletal muscle tissue impedance utilizing Cole-impedance model.

Authors Sample Population Muscle Location Frequency Band Fractional-Order (α)

Rigaud et al. [19] Sheep Gemellus
(Ex Vivo) 7.2 kHz–720 kHz

Longitudinal:
0.73± 0.05

Traverse: 0.78± 0.02

Arnold et al. [32] Mice Gastrocnemius
(Surface) 1 kHz–10 MHz

Longitudinal (Young):
0.682

Traverse (Young): 0.660
Longitudinal (Aged):

0.794
Traverse (Aged): 0.656

Nagy et al. [33] Mice Gastrocnemius
(Surface) 1 kHz–10 MHz

Longitudinal:
0.709–0.760

Traverse: 0.713–0.748

Clark-Matott et al. [34] Mice Gastrocnemius
Ex Vivo 1 kHz–10 MHz

Longitudinal:
0.522–0.677

Traverse: 0.690–0.784

Sanchez, Bragos, &
Rutkove [35] Rat

Gastrocnemius
(Ex Vivo)

Soleus
(Ex Vivo)

1 kHz–1 MHz
1 kHz–1 MHz

Longitudinal:
0.528± 0.012

Traverse: 0.729± 0.01
Longitudinal:
0.695± 0.02

Traverse: 0.736± 0.01

Freeborn & Fu [2] Healthy
Adults

Biceps
(Surface) 10 kHz–100 kHz

Pre Exercise:
0.552–0.781

Post Exercise:
0.552–0.779

Fu & Freeborn [3] Healthy
Adults

Biceps
(Surface) 10 kHz–100 kHz

Exercised: 0.621–0.745
Unexercised:
0.628–0.766

Sato et al. [36]
Healthy

Men
(Surface)

Lower Extremities 5 kHz–250 kHz 0.71± 0.03

This work Healthy Adults Right-Body, Segmental
Arm/Leg 3 kHz–200

Right-Body:
0.687–0.769

Right Arm: 0.606–0.725
Right Leg: 0.778–0.971

5. Conclusions

While the Cole-impedance model is a fractional-order circuit model that well repre-
sents the experimental impedance measurements of segmental body impedances (right-side
full-body, right arm, and right leg), the fractional-order (α) parameter of this model showed
statistically significant differences comparing the segmental measurements of healthy
adults reported in this study. This supports that the fractional-order (α) is not strongly as-
sociated with tissue type (i.e., skeletal muscle) which warrants further research to elucidate
the tissue features to which it is most strongly associated towards advancing understanding
of this model and tissue bioimpedance.
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